AMS meeting notes

9/24/10 – Weather Jeopardy

1. Paul Downes, the new President of COD AMS introduces himself and the other officers.
2. Paul talks about the upcoming calendar and says to everyone that pictures may be submitted by anyone anytime before Oct. 1, 2010, the due date of the pictures.
3. We commented about selling $168 worth of merchandise in our first bake sale.
4. We presented the AMS business cards.
5. We talked about potential speakers that might come this year (e.g. Judith Curry). [All preliminaries were covered].
6. Afterwards, we played Weather Jeopardy for the next 90 minutes covering different weather categories (e.g. Weather symbols, famous meteorologists, cloud types, etc.). We awarded prizes to the players.
7. Meeting ended and some who attended met and ate at Mullen's Grill and Bar.